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We Advance Carts 
We are a US cart manufacturer that wants to be set apart from our 
competitors by developing attractive and distinctive designs with 

optimum ergonomics. Advance Carts are always synonymous with 
exceptional quality. As a high-performance and value-oriented American 
company and a leader in quality, our name alone guarantees that we will 

contribute to the success of our customers with ideas, creativity, and 
service – both now and in the future….
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x series has been 
created for today’s 
frequent shoppers. 
These carts of choice 
make up our express 
series.  Offerings 
include, multiple 
configurations of 
basket size and 
shape matched with 
the accessories 
designed to attract 
these high value 
customers.  Our top 
quality, coloration 
and custom designs 
are available to meet 
your every need.
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z series

Z series was created 
using the specific 
requirements of our trade 
partners. From these, we 
developed this elegant 
solution: a stylish, frame 
made of oval tubing, which 
also offers ample leg room 
for browsing the aisles. 
Thanks to the comfortable 
height of the pushing 
handle, the Z series is 
simple to move and easy 
to load and unload. 
Available in 3 different 
sizes. 

www.advancecarts.com
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boomerang series The 
Boomerang Series Creatively 
designed to meet the needs of the 
Millennial generation, this cart 
addresses the newest trends in the 
marketplace.    

The consumer of today tends to 
make more quick trips with lighter 
shopping loads. The Boomerang will 
allow the customer to easily sort 
their purchases for a quick unload at 
checkout. It is  easily adaptable to 
hold three or four separate baskets; 
a lower tray for large items and even 
a child seat for the parent              
on-the-go.   

boomerang series



“designed with 
todays customer in 
mind”
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models

Boom V1       Boom V1 - Baby  Boom V3                 Boom V3 - Baby            ERGO 27   
           

Boomerang V1 
Total Capacity: 11,000 Cu. Inc.  

Boomerang V3 
Total Capacity: 15,000 Cu. Inc.  

  
Boomerang V1 Babyseat 
Total Capacity: 9,000 Cu. Inc.  

Boomerang V3 Babyseat 
Total Capacity: 13,000 Cu. Inc.  

X1 Phonedock 
Coming soon!  
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flavors series offers offers wide 
range color combinations for your 
most discerning customers.  

Available in few very stylish model…   

flavors series
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XLS series design 
is very pleasant 
with its sleek lines 
and its innovative 
image. All this 
provides the store 
with a 
differentiation that 
makes it exclusive 
for its customers. 
Its designed for 
heavy duty 
shopping and 
customers 
shopping 
experience in 
mind…

www.advancecarts.com
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M73x M130 M152 M178 M190

M205 M206 M250

models 

welbuilt series. Each 
one is truly built with 
quality and durability in 
mind. The WelBuilt 
series is a classic 
among shopping carts 
and a real money-
maker: the series-
standard platform not 
only boosts the carts 
capacity; it also boosts 
your sales potential. 

welBuilt series
“Custom made to nest 
with your current fleet”
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HC100

models
HC145 HC180

Hybrid series 
Traditional style hybrid 
plastic shopping cart, 
oval metal frame, 
hinged wire nesting 
gate with child seat 
area. Standard 
options include a 
lower tray, powder 
coated finish, child 
seat belt, plain logo 
panels and plain 
handle. Plastic basket 
available in all custom 
colors. Blue, Red & 
Black standard.

hybrid series



ergo 27

Ergo 27. Can be custom made in any color combination. 
With any handle and basket color to choose from, every 
shopping basket is an eye-catcher.  

  



Ergonomically shaped 
The design allows the 
basket to be held close 
to the body to lighten 
the load. Ergo 27… 

  

Ergo 27 capacity 27 Liters, 
or 1800 cubic inches… 

  



The zoomcart is manufactured according to your specific needs. The wide choice of 

wheel types and wheel sizes create considerable flexibility and makes it easy to adapt 

the zoomcart to your particular situation. 

Zoom stands for a material handling cart with ergonomics, adjustability and high 

quality. We can honestly say that no other manufacturer takes as much trouble as we 

do to ensure that all the components function well together for long-term use. The 

result is a cart that last, that is easy to change and that looks attractive for many years.

The zoomcart advantages 

Adjustable shelves  

Protection 

Lockable wheels

Pad/clipboard holder 

Ergonomic handles 

Aluminum Ladder
1200 lbs max weight

Patent pending*



zoomcart
The zoomcart trolley has an easy-to use,  

pull-out ladder made of aluminum that  
smoothly returns to folded position.  

The steps extend 30 inches above  
floor level facilitating picking up to  

a height of 9 feet. Shelf edges keep  
the cargo firmly in place. The chassis  

is made of heavy duty e-coated  
metal. All shelves are detachable.  

iPad holder is not included.  
Max. load: 1200 lbs. Max. load  

shelves: 300 lbs.  Four heavy duty  
6”swivel wheels are lockable.  

The zoomcart can be customized in  
size and features upon request.  

 

Zoom 101 
Height:   80 1/2” 
Width:   22 3/4” 
Lenght:   50 1/2” 
Weight:  81 lbs  
Max Load:  1200 lbs 
Shelves :  2 to 4 
Castors:  6” lockable  

Zoom 201 
Height:   80 1/2” 
Width:   29 1/2” 
Lenght:   50 1/2” 
Weight:  92 lbs 
Max Load:  1200 lbs  
Shelves :  2 to 4 
Castors:  6” lockable  
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150zi                         175zi              195zi               
               

 Zoomcart 101              Zoomcart 201

AC34                 AC40  AC50                          ERGO 27                     x-Stand    

    U-Boat 63”                    U-Boat 53”            Ftalbeds.                 Hand Truck       Restock Trolley         

Boom V1         Boom V1 - Baby    Boom V3                   Boom V3 - Baby            ERGO 27   
           

HC100                HC150                 HC180                        
                  



Advance Carts 

4160 NW 1st Avenue # 18 

  

Phone: 561-320-8674 

Toll Free: 877 575-0469 

  

Email: info@advancecarts.com 
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